SUMMARY
I, Keri Burnor, am a former Catholic nun and a victim/survivor of sexual abuse by a member of the monastic
clergy at a renowned monastery, St Joseph’s Abbey in Spencer, MA. Having served in the Roman Catholic
Church as a sister at Saint Anne’s House, Still River, MA, from 1993-1998, then entering into candidacy for
eremitic life canonically under the Bishop of Worcester, MA and the spiritual accompaniment of priests of Saint
Joseph’s Abbey until 2001 upon experiencing sexual assault by Fr. Joseph Chu-Cong.
In 2003 the priest was acquitted (Docket No. 0269CR001118 March 13, 2003) due to the Commonwealth of MA’s
attorney ‘throwing the case.’ See http://www.clergyvictim.com/articles.html Soon thereafter I served as a
private advocate and expert witness for victims/survivors of clergy abuse, joined Survivors Network for those
Abused by Priests (SNAP) and privately assisted in high-profile investigations alongside Mary T. Jean,
victim/advocate, who headed www.worcestervoice.com and who was also instrumental in exposing corruption
in Worcester (was granted a restraining order by the federal court against the Worcester D.A. and all state police
after experiencing retaliation for her assistance to victims of clergy sexual abuse.)
I served in negotiations with D.A. Joseph Early Jr. on cases like the Fr. Szantyr case and investigated several
others until 2008 (see Spotlight, the Movie). Having exposed by name the players at the top and that the agenda
was not only sexual abuse but social engineering for the destruction of America, ultimately to genocide (October
17, 2007 interview, with Greg Szymanski, www.libertyradiolive.com), I became aware I was under 24/7
surveillance by a source in the Diocesan Chancery, Sister Paul Kelleher. At that point I sensed my life was at
risk and decided to move away and live a quiet life in Texas (January 2009) in order to leave all of this behind.
In 2009, I began to study private law and realized many successes. I was able to assist in the release of two
people in jail using these methods and was interviewed later by FBI in 2012 in order to be hired as a CI due to
my unique knowledge in private banking and other related fields. Due to experiencing vertigo and other sinus
issues I underwent surgery in 2011 to find in December 2012, upon examination by a private detective proficient
with TSCM measures, there were foreign materials emitting signals in my body. All is documented and verified
by multiple qualified sources. Upon visiting a toxicologist and undergoing multiple tests, i.e. Raman
Spectroscopy, FTIR, etc., the materials from my body that were sampled were indeed a weaponized form of
nanotechnology. All reports are verified, samples with chain of custody at labs, all evidence is flawlessly
interpreted by the only known expert on nanotechnology with a CLIA lab open to civilians. There were six
attempts on my life by the use of bio-chemical nano-materials and military grade sound weapons. Again, all
information is verified and can be furnished upon request.
In July 2015, I posted a NOTICE TO THE WORLD, BURNOR’S CIMINAL REPORT on the internet and sent
or faxed the same report to every congressman, senator, representative in addition to many world leaders, the
JAG, DOD, etc., see link here: http://www.clergyvictim.com/notice_to_world_crime_report.html (I have
special contacts for secure communications.) Upon exposing the truth of the original Abbey sex case cover up,
which I secretly held for years, I exposed the hits on me using weaponized nanotechnology. See radio link:
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/onecellonelightradio/2015/07/19/7-22-15-dr-hildy-and-keri-burnor-notice-tothe-world-crime-report After exposing this information, I then initiated several claims and perfected them by
way of UCC filings ($241,000,000 x 16).
GOAL
Saint Joseph’s Abbey, the Vatican, and all parties appear to wish to settle my claims. They want to establish a
time to meet as soon as possible to settle these perfected claims privately. I feel you can be instrumental in
high-profile negotiations such as these. My current attorney (he is 75 years old) also invites you and appreciates
working with a highly skilled and qualified team. Settlements will also include large-scale solutions,
Resolutions for Peace, responsible models and proposals for the use of nanotechnology. These will also be
supplied upon request.

